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A. Purpose and Scope 
CHAP.rER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of social group work is to help nQrm~l 
individuals (those who are "without undue mental tensions, 
1 
well adjusted") personally and to help the group achieve 
socially desirable ends. In order to help the individual 
personally, the social group worker has to understand 
the factors that make for indifidual differences. He 
tries to observe every factor influencing the behavior of 
members, and to understand how these affect group struc-
ture. One such factor is the status of members. 
In the area of status, it is of particular interest 
to observe what causes an individual to become a low statu~ 
member, and what, if anything, can be done to change the 
status of such a member. Although the entire concept of 
status, and more specifically that of low status, is used 
frequently in group work, it has been very little explored 
The problem of exactly what the concept of low status 
means to the group worker particularly interested the 
/ 
writer. 
1. Funk and Wagnalls, New College Standard 
Dictionary, p. 806. 
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This thesis is concerned with the thinking and prac-
tice of group workers in working with low status persons 
in groups~ This research analyzes the responses of nine 
group workers leading nine different groups at eight agen-
cies with the focus on the following questions~ 
1. What does the group worker mean by 
the concept of low status? 
2. Does the group worker usually ob-
serve the low status member, and 
why? 
3. Does the group worker in practice 
consider the low status member in 
a particular group a problem that 
needs special attention? 
4. What characterizes the low status 
member in the mind of the group 
worker? 
5. What does the group worker do about 
the low status member? 
B. Method of Procedure 
In order to obtain information, a questionnaire in a 
personal interview with group workers was used. The persona 
being interviewed did not know the nature of the informa-
tion being sought, and it was hoped that they could not 
tell anything about the research topic from the initial 
questions. Thus, the interviewee's answers would best re-
flect his actual practice with a group, rather than what 
he thought his practice should be. All workers being in-
2 
terviewed were asked to keep the interview material confi-
dential. The questions asked of the workers in personal 
interviews in february and March of 1952 were divided int1
1 two categories. In the first category were questions re-
lated to background information about the group. The se-
cond category which was divided into two parts was intendl 
ed to elicit specific information in practice in the fiel, . 
Questions in Part I were designed to disclose to what ex-
tent low status was a spontaneous part of the leader's j 
thinking while those in Part II were to pin-point his I 
thinking about various aspects of low status when his at-
tention was specifically focused on this subject. 
Each worker was asked to select one group with which 
he was currently working. The groups varied according to 
age, size, and type. 
were teen-age clubs. 
The majority of groups (six) selecte~~ 
There were two groups whose members 
were younger (ages 9-12) and one adult group. The size of 
the clubs were from seven to twenty-five members, the a-
verage size being twelve. 
The groups varied from all boys' or all girls' friend~ 
ship groups to coed social clubs, and one was a youth 
council. The groups met in a variety of group work agen-
cies, settlements, YMCAs, Jewish Community Centers, and a 
protective group work agency. 
3 
The nine workers interviewed were students at the 
School of Social Work at Boston University. All had taken 
the basic courses in group work. Six of the students were 
in their second year and were specializing in group work. 
Two workers, first-year students, were majoring in group 
work and had had previous experience in the field. One 
person, a first-year casework student, was currently em-
ployed tn supervised part-time work in a community center. 
He had had four years of previous experience in group work 
agencies under the supervision of professionally trained 
workers. 
c. Limitations of Study 
All of the .workers used for this research were stu-
dents training at the same school of social work. They 
were not professional social workers. 
group leadership in the field howe~r, 
The nine workers interviewed represent 
Little of the actual 
is done by graduateJ . 
a cross section ade-' 
quate for obtaining arr:J far-reaching conclusions. There 
has been no attempt to relate these findings to any partic~­
lar type of group. 
There was no attempt made to check whether the worker, ' 
observations were accurate. It would have been interest!~ 
to have had a socio-metric study of the nine groups to see 
how the members rated each other. 
The group records proved very unsatisfactory because 
there was very little about low status members in them. 
Consequently, these records were not used in this reseB.E'oh. 
5 
CRAFTER TWO 
CONCEPTS OF LOW STATUS 
A. De~initions and Concepts from Authoritative Sources 
II 
I 
In the literature of social group work, the term 
status is not discussed extensively. When it is considere~ 
it is usually in connection with the term acceptance. Thel 
purpose of this section is to examine those statements 
which are made about status and more specifically, low 
status. Since it is sometimes thought that group workers 
believe low status to mean non-acceptance, it is of in-
terest to record the statements in the literature about 
acceptance. 
Harleigh B. Trecker says the following about accept-
ance and status: 
The worker shoUld watch for the dif-
ferences in acceptance and status 
accorded individual members by their 
contemporaries. Some members are 
central and important in the life of 
the group. Others seem peripheral 
and less important. Some individuals 
have a limited capacity for relating 
to others and need help in developing 
satisfying relations. To become ac-
cepted, individuals must adapt them-
selves to the climate of the group 
and conform to group patterns.2 
To further clarify, he writes: 
2. Harleigh B. Trecker, Social Group Work Princip es 
p • O:J • 
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To belong we must be accepted by the 
group and must a.ccept the others. We 
become a real part of the group by i-
dentifying ourselves with it and by 
playing a role within it. Groups 
grant or withhold status to individual 
members on the basis of the role the 
individual assumes and plays. Differ-
ences in individual status are a result 
of the value the group attaches to a 
certain role at a certain time.3 
While acceptance means merely that someone is looked l1 
upon as belonging to the group, status is the value a 
group places on the role a person assumes. Following 
!rom this idea one can assume that if the group places a 
low value on a certain role, the member in that role 
would then be low status in the group. Tbrefore, Tracker 
seems to differentiate between low status and non-accept- 11 
ance. 
In Group Work With American Youth, Grace Coyle de-
fines status as follows: 
In addition to these affectional and 
leadership reactions members of· a 
group usually arrange each other as 
it were, perpendicularly. They "rate" 
each other using in the process value 
scales often held in common so that a 
collective rating is reached on each 
person. The collective evaluation 
gives what we term status to each 
within the whole.4 
3. ~., p. sa. 
4. Grace L. Coyle, Group Work With American 
II 
I 
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Her definition of status varies from Tracker's in 
that it is not so closely related to playing a role. A-
bout playing a role she says: 
The interplay of individuals in a 
face-to-face group tends to produce 
in some cases well recognized roles 
which are bestowed on certain o:f its 
members •••• In addition to these there 
are occasionally roles reflecting e-
motional needs present in the group 
and projected upon one or another of 
the members whose own personality 
needs prepare him to accept the pro-
jection. The scapegoat upon whom 
the collective hostility can be vented 
without too much fear of retaliation, 
the clown who wins a limited accept-
ance by offering himself to be laughed 
at, the pourer-of-oil on troubled wa-
ters who can be relied on to smooth 
down the irritation, the idol who in-
carnates the group's values, and sa-
tisfies them by identification with 
them, these are all :familiar roles.5 
However, it does not seem that she would consider this as 
the only criterion by which status is determined. Cople's 
statements should be contrasted with the opinion of Treck-
er, that is, that status is dependent on collective group 
and value judgment of the roles a member plays. In other 
words, with Coyle's definitions, we might say that the 
value scale. o:f a group would determine whether or not roles 
determine the status of members. 
5. Ibid., p. 93. 
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Wilson and Ryland differentiate between status and 
acceptance. They also state that acceptance in a group 
situation is not synonymous with affection. 
They describe what they mean by acceptance and sta-
tus in the following paragraphs: 
To each group situation, then, each 
individual brings a unique combina-
tion which is the result of his own 
internal and external reactions in 
various environments. Groups form 
because several individuals accept 
each other sufficiently to be to-
gether •••• A member may be disliked 
because of his behavior in situa-
tions, but he may have a special 
talent, or access to certain faci-
lities, something which the group 
wants, which makes him acceptable 
as a member but not necessarily as 
a friend. Acceptance in this meening 
then is not synonymous with affection ••• 
There are some members who consistently 
come alone to the group meeting. They 
are not granted the special privileges 
conferred by the group won its members, 
such as being singled out when "choose-
up" games are played, being elected to 
office or given membership on committees. 
Sometimes it seems as if the others 
scarcely notice the presence of these 
lone members. Yet they continue to come. 
They are receiving sufficient acceptance 
to be held in the group •••• The individual 
who accepts such a status in a group is 
usually either very quiet or timid or 
extremely noisy or aggressive ••• The group 
is not receiving his full contribution as 
long as he accepts this position; however, 
he may be fulfilling a role satisfactory 
to the members even though it is not for 
9 
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their or his best welfare.6 
The above suggests that the authors do not believe 
that low status necessarily me~ns non-acceptance. Al-
though they clarify the meaning of acceptance, the mean-
ing of status is not made as clear. Wilson and Ryland 
agree with the others to the extent that the role a per-
son plays is a factor in determining status. 
Social psychologists are also concerned with the 
study of small groups. The writer was fortunate in that 
Dr. J. W. Thibaut, then e.t Harvard, had just compiled a 
bibliography of all the literature on sma.ll groups. The 
following excerpts from items in this bibliography seem 
to be typical of how far the social psychologists have 
come with their definition of status. 
In Status System of a Modern Community, Warner and 
Lunt state that: 
The term "rank" refers ••• to series 
of higher and lower statuses or po-
sitions. The term "status" is a more 
general word which applies to any so-
cial position and does not necessarily 
refer to a higher and lower ranking.7 
6. Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Ryland, Social 
Group Work Practice, pp. 48, 49. 
7. Warner and Lunt, The Status System of a MOde~ 
Community, p. 42. I 
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Kelley, in his article, "Communication in Experi-
mentally Created Hierarchies", says: 
In our use of the word "statustt we 
shall not attempt to depart from, or 
to purify its present meanings. We use 
it to refer to the combined valence pow-
er and prestige properties of a sub part 
of a group. A higher status position is 
one which affords to the occupant a pat-
tern of acceptance, roles, privileges, 
duties, and powers which by comparison 
with similar patterns for other posi-
tions are generally aeemed more desir-
able and satisfying. 
From the preceding, one can conclude that acceptance 
and status are two different concepts and that low status 
does not mean non-acceptance. Acceptance means that a 
member is felt by other members of the group to be a part 
of and to belong to this specific group. It does not 
mean that the member is liked or respected by others. 
Status is the relative position, role, or rank of a per-
son in a group. It is arrived at by the members of the 
group who use collective values to "rate"- members. Low 
status would then mean that a member is rated poorly by 
other members and holds a position of little or no re-
spect. 
B. Definitions and Concepts of Low Status from Research 
Data 
a. Kelley, "Communications in Experimenta 1 
" 
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In order to obtain a clearer picture of the meaning 
that the group workers gave low status, we shall also 
give the results of the last two questions of the question~ 
naire. The purpose of the last two quest ions was to find 
out whether or not the workers used status and acceptance 
interchangeably. The questions were: 
A. Do you think that there are people 
in this group who are not accepted 
but do not have low status? (Ques-
tion 8). 
B. Do you think that low status means 
non-acceptance? (Question 9) 
All the workers answering Question B. stated or im-
plied tha.t the status of a member in a group is arrived 
at by a collective process of rating a member. Some spe-
cific factors which determine low status were mentioned by 
a fewworkers and will be given in detail in the Appendix 
The workers were not too explicit on the meaning of 
low status. Workers D and H felt it to be a role or posi-
tion in the group not highly valued by other members. Two 
workers, E and I, described the low status member as one 
who does not conform to the values or standards of the 
group. Worker G, while not being explicit, did describe 
a low status member as one with little persuasive ability 
in the group. Workers A and C did not give any definition 
because they were unclear about its meaning. Workers B 
12 
and F stated that low status meant non-acceptance. 
To this question of whether low status means non-ac-
ceptance, only Workers E and F answered rryes", but only 
Worker F specified this point in the definition. On the 
other hand, Worker B defined low status as non-acceptance 
in the definition but answered "ho" to this question. 
The answers to question A. show that four workers 
had, in their groups, members who, although not accepted, 
were not low status in the group. 
In conclusion, one can say that the majority of the 
group workers differentiated between low status and non-
acceptance. It can also be said tha.t the group workers 
found it difficult to articulate what they meant by low 
stetus although, as will be presented later in this thesis, 
they would be able to describe low status members. This, 
of course, raises the question of whether they were using 
accurate criteria in their practice. If one were to make 
a collective definition of low sts.tus from all the research 
data, it would be quite similar to that of the authorities. 
ter: 
The following are the definitions as given to the wri-
Group Worker A: "A group has goals, standards 
and values which are peculiar 
to themselves as a group. A 
low status member cannot or 
is not allowed to carry these 
values for the group. Low 
II 13 
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Group Worker B: 
Group Worker C: 
Group Worker D: 
Group Worker E: 
Group Worker F: 
Group Worker G: 
Group Worker H: 
II 
status is determined by 
prestige, acceptance, 
leadership, ability, co-
operation and recognition 
a member has in a group." 
"A low status member is a 
person who is not really a 
part of the group. Whether 
he is there or not does not 
affect the group's actions 
at al,l. 
No answer. 
"Status is a role in the group. 
A member is not up to the le-
vel of expectetions of the 
rest ' of the group. Status is 
dependent on attitude of mem-
bers toward one member." 
"A low status member is a 
wide deviant from the norm of 
the group, the way the rest 
of the group acts." 
"Low sta·tus is lack of accept-
ance by other members of the 
group and a feeling of inferi-
ority in the low status per-
son." 
"Low status means the indivi-
dual who exerts little persua-
sive influence in the group 
and can't get the group to do 
what he wants them to do." 
"I'm really not sure what low 
status is. I find it easier 
to spell out low status in 
situations. It involves a po-
sition which is not particularl~ 
recognized by other members. 
It has some undesirable ele-
ments in it as looked upon by 
the larger group." 
I 
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Group Worker I: "Low status member is the 
person who in the eyes of 
the other members of the 
group does not conform to 
their standards." 
All the definitions of status seem to have two im-
plicit assumptions: There will be unanimity in a group 
as to what factors shall be used in rating members. I 
member holds only one position in a group. It would 
seem possible that in some groups the values of different 
members would disagree to such an extent that one collec-
tive rating of members would be simultaneously impossible. 
This implie5 t~at a member may have more than one posi-
tion in a group. 
CHAPrER THREE 
REASONS FOR OBSERVATION OF LOW STATUS 
A. Authoritative Data 
Although in the literature the question, "Why does a 
group worker observe status?" is not directly answered, a1 
inference can be drawn as to the reason for the importance I 
of observing status and, in particular, low status. 
The function of a group worker is to attempt to help 
all the individuals within a group to secure from their 
experience the maximum growth and enjoyment of which they 
are capable. In order to help the individual members, the 
group worker must be able to understand the group struc-
ture. Grace Coyle explains it in the following manner: 
As we have seen, this involves an in-
si~ht into the evaluation that members 
constantly make of each other. The sta-
tus each achieves and its basis in either 
the role of leadership or the attainment 
of some other pre-eminence are the first 
clues to such social structure. Under-
standing the rating process, however, the 
leader must seek for the scales of value 
that are being used spontaneously by the 
group. As he understands these bases for 
rating, he has discovered one aspect of 
the dynamic interplay within the group.9 
9. Grace Coyle, 2£. Q!!., p. 249. 
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Wilson and Ryland give a clear cut reason why it is 
important for a worker to observe low status. They state 
that low status is symptomatic of other disorders and there-
fore should be observed. They write: 
There are some members who constantly 
come alone to group meetings. They are 
not granted the special privileges con-
ferred by the group upon its members such 
as being singled out when "choose up" 
games are played, being elected to office, 
or given membership in committees. Yet 
they continue to come. They are receiving 
sufficient acceptance to be held in the 
group~ ••• The individual who accepts such 
status in a group is usually either very 
quiet or timid or extremely noisy or ag-
~essive. He needs the help of a social 
group worker if he is to learn to fulfill 
his responsibility in group life.10 
Trecker gives his reason for the importance of ob-
serving low stataa members in this statement: 
Status needs, seemingly universal for all, 
must be met through group association.11 
One can conclude from this statement that a low status per 
son needs help in gaining respect from others. He also 
emphasizes the importance of understanding status by in-
cluding the following questions in his guide for studying 
groups: 
10. Wilson and Ryland, Q!. £!!., p. 48. 
11. Harleigh Treoker, Q£. £!!., p. 65. 
17 
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What is the individual's status in the group? 
What is the individual's status in the agency? 
What is the individual's status in the 
In short, status needs are common 
communit j ? 
to everyone and low sta-
tus is often symptomatic of other difficulties. Evalua-
ting the factors that determine status enables the worker /1 
to understand more effectively the group structure. /I 
B. Research Data 
Seven of the nine workers interviewed said that they 
usually observed the low status members. Workers B and F 
said that they did not particularly observe the status of 
members. Worker B explained why he did not direct his 
attention to low status members. He said, 
focus on status of individuals in a group. 
" ••• I do not J 
Status compl 
menta other things in a child's personality." Although 
in the beginning Worker F said he usually observed the 
status of a member, later on he clarified his answer in 
the following way: "I don't per !!_ recognize lew status 
individuals. I only do it when it is accompanied by 
other symptoms. Low status is caused by member's behaviol. 
I don't make an effort to determine status of people in a 
group." 
Four of the workers gave no answer to the question, 
"Why do you observe low status members?" Two of these 
18 
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workers, B and F, stated previously that they did not ob-
serve status. 
Of the workers who did observe low status, G and I 
felt that a low status member should be observed because 
I 
he does not have much security in a group. Worker G ex-
pressed it in the following manner: "Kids have to be give 1 
areas of recognition to help raise their status. Kids are 
not happy being low status. It doesn't give them emotional 
security and they do not get the feeling that they really 
belong." Worker I said: "To help them raise status in 
order that they will feel more at home in the situation. 
If a person is low status they might feel that they do not 
have as much right to speak and might not be given a chanc~ 
to speak. A low status person feels inferior and he often 
d~valuates himself." 
Workers A, H, and E felt that low status was one of 
the clues to understanding the individual's needs. The 
reply of worker H was: "I am aware of all individuals in 
a group. Status is one characteristic I observe. Being 
aware of all members' needs I observe low status because 
it means a member has certain needs." It was important 
to Worker A to observe low status members because, as he 
put it, "I am interested in why each member joins a group 
and what needs are being answered by the group. Low statu~ 
19 
is one of the identifiable reasons for joining a group, 
i. e. the need to gain status. I also feel that certain 
members who have strong negative or positive characteris-
tics obtain more attention from a worker and a low status 
individual very often escapes notice." Worker E said: 
~ I 
"We observe *hat groups kids break into and individual 
problems members have •••• He is low status because usually 1' 
there is something wrong in his relationship to the group. ' 
The workers included in their answers most of the 
same points that were made in the literature. They felt 
that observing the low status members was important to the 
understanding of individual behavior. Also, a low status 
position is sometimes symptomatic of other emotional or 
behavioral disorders. However, the group workers did not 
mention the importance of understanding roles in a group 
and what determines them in order better to analyze the 
group process. 
Since only seven of the nine workers usually observed 
low status members, and only five were able to give rea-
sons why they did this, one can conclude that among these 
~roup workers there is only a fair working knowledge in 
the use of the concept of low status. 
20 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RECOGNITION AND DESCRIPTION OF LOW STATUS MEMBERS 
As stated before, the opening questions on practice 
were designed to find out whether the workers would list 
spontaneously low status as a problem of an individual 
member. (See SCHEDULE) They were asked too whether they 
thought there was any relationship between the problems 
listed and low status in the group. The pertinent ques-
tions were: 
(From Part B. Questionnaire) 
1. What specific ~ndividual problems 
have you obserVed while working 
with the group? How has it been 
manifested in the group? 
2. Are any of the problems related to 
low status in the group? 
A. Types of Problems of Individuals 
From the nine groups with a total member~hip of 114, 
thirty-two members were listed as having individual prob-
lems. Although all the workers listed some members of 
their groups as having individual problems, Workers H and 
I said that everyone in the groups with which they worked 
had a problem, but they only described members with serious 
difficulties. 
The types of problems described ran the entire gamut 
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of individual difficulties. They included difficulties in 
participation in group activities, in carrying out respon-
sibilities, in establishing good relationships, in over-
coming physical, emotional, and personality handicaps as 
well as specific problems of low status. A breakdown of 
the number of cases of each problem follows. 
TABLE I 
TYPES OF PROBLEMS OF IIIDIVIDUALS 
Types of Problems 
Difficulties carrying out re-
sponsibility 
Poor relationships in the ·club 
Pre~delinquency 
Low I.Q. 
Emotional and personality dif-
ficulties 
Low status 
Physical handicaps (acoustically 
handicapped, speech difficulty) 
:Jo. of Problems 
4 
6 
2 
4 
9 
4 
3 
An example of the difficulty a member has when she 
&oes not assume responsibility is that of Ellen, treasurer 
of the Valjeans. The worker, H, described her difficultief 
as follows: 
22 
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She is in dire need of help with her 
duties but constantly refuses help from 
me •••• The other members became annoyed 
with her because she made such a big 
production out of her job. She stopped 
the meeting so she wouldn't become con-
fused and this irritated the group 
greatly. She became more and more threat-
ened by the situation as she was both 
sensitive and defensive. 
Worker G, who worked with the Coeds, described Betty, 
age seventeen, as having difficulty in establishing rela-
tionships with other members of the club. Worker G said: 
In the club she has poor relationships 
with the members. She's aggressive, 
domineering, and quite hostile. She 
calls people namets, hits them, and al-
ways talks about anyone who is not pres-
ent at the meeting. The group does not 
like her. They think she is bossy and 
make remarks about her physical build, 
5 feet, 9 inches. 
An example of "pre-delinquency" is Worker A's descrip-
tion of Jim, age seventeen, a member of the Dukes: 
I suspect that Jim travels with a group 
of potential delinquents. He maintains 
different standards than the club's. He 
idealizes the roughness of people. He is 
destructive and breaks agency furniture. 
I'm aware that he has done petty thievery 
outside the club. He comes to club meet-
ings but acts almost like an outsider. 
Several workers mentioned members having individual 
problems because of a low I.Q.. Of four such members, 
Worker E gave this example: 
Sam is the smallest boy in the Monarch's 
Club. He is not up to par in inte!Ii-
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gence and is very slow in behavior. The 
boys ridicule him and he never stands up 
for his rights. 
Problems relating to emotional and 
culties include behavior such as crying 
dle of a meeting, twitches, and nervous 
the withdrawn chii4 who never smiled and 
personality diffi-
spells in the mid- \, 
hyperactivity, and l 
I 
never looked happ~. 
Under this broad category the writer has also placed the 
. . I 
Negro boy who had difficulty identifying with his race, the 
II 
teen-ager who copld not live up to her family's expectations, 
' 
and the youngster who was overwhelmed at being a teen-ager I 
and received no help at home. 1 
Four of t ha problems described were specifically in II 
I 
terms of low status. d 
:J When the workers were asked if they saw any relation-
shi~ between the problems listed and low status, they said 
that eight problems other than the four listed as low sta-
tus diq have a direct relationship to low status. The 
workers said that because of the way the groups regarded 
these members' difficulties, they held low status posi tions11 
II r in the groups. 
The following is a breakdown of the type of individual 
problems that caused low status. Of the six problems under 
the general heading of poor relationships within the group, l 
one member's problem caused him to hold a low status posi-
tion. Four out of seven problems of emotional and personal11 
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ity difficulty bore some relationship to low status. Two 
of' the four members with low I.Q.s were low status and one 
of the six members with difficulties in assuming responsi-
bility was also low status. 
What emerges here is that status can be related to a 
variety of problems in the individual, but it frequently 
indicates the existence of other problems in reation to 
the individual's rank in the group. In the research under-
taken here, there were different types of' problems in the 
different groups; there~ore it is difficult to tell cause 
and effect. 
B. Recognition of Low Status Members 
In trying to find out how the group worker recognized 
which member or members were low status, they were asked: 
(From Part B, Questionnaire) 
What characteristics do you use when 
you identify low status members in 
your group? 
All workers listed characteristics which they used· to de-
termine the low status members,and all the leaders stated 
that they had low status members in these groups. 
The characteristics used to determine who was low 
I status were more or less common, in one form or another, 
/ all the group workers. These standards can be grouped 
roughly into two main categories: The first of these 
I 
Jl 
I 
II 
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to be expressed in terms of the values held by the indivi-
dual relative to the group as a whole. The second is be-
havioral and consists of the two sub-categories which re-
late to the behavior of the low status member and the be-
havior of club members toward the low status member. 
The workers all mentioned refusing to participate in 
any of' the club activities 8nd discussion as a sign that 
the member may be low status. The low status member was 
o:ften aggressive and sometimes caused friction in the club. 
One worker stated that being too bossy seemed to b~ a char-
acteristic of a low status member in her group. 
The workers observed a characteristic pattern of be-
havior toward low status members. Other members in a club 
seemed to disregard any suggestion of a low status member. 
The low status member was never able to get the group to do 
what he wanted. Other members refused to give the low sta-
tus member any valued or responsible position. Derogatory 
remarks toward a member, ridiculing the member, and in boys 
groups, physical abuse of a member, were :factors the work-
ers noted. 
Non-adherence to group values was a metho.d used. ~o de-
' 
termine who was low status by six workers. Each group, o:f 
course, had different values which they held to . be import-
ant. An inability to get along with the opposite sex was 
I I 26 
1 
II 
I' 
1was one indication of a low status member in several groups. An i 
!immature approach towards high school was a value held high by a 
l' teen-age girls' group. In one older teen-age boys' group, one 
I 
!half of the group rated an intellectual low; the other half felt I 
,, 
that being intelleetus.l was desirable. Using unfair tactics and ~~ 
i1excessive fighting gave a member a low status position in a grou~ 
i'o:r boys, ages 9-10. In this same group, a turnover of friends 
I 
!·was suf;ficient to give a member a low status position. Several 
!j oys' groups held achievement _in a~hletics to be very important. 
1 /Ill combination of some of these characteristics indicated to the I 
r orkers that a member was low_ status, 
f • Low Status Members 
I 
I 
.. . I, 
.1.0CUSl.Ilg In the middle of the interview with the wor~er more 
I ~as placed on low status by two questions: 
I! 
II 
'I 
I As 
,I 
'members 
II 
I o those 
(From Part B, Schedule} 
What do you mesn by low status? 
Describe the low ste.tus members in your group. 
a result, these workers listed twenty-five low status 
whose individual problems fell into categories similar 
they listed in response to the question: 
(From Part B, Schedule} 
What specific individual problems have you 
observed while working with the group? 
"A breakdown of the reasons why members were low status follows: 
I 
I 
Ji 
I 
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1'ABLE II 
REASONS FOR LOW STATUS MEMBERSHIP 
Reasons Why a Member Is 
Low Status 
Emotional and personality 
difficulties 
Difficulties carrying out 
responsibility 
Poor relationships in the 
club 
Inability to accept physical 
handicaps 
Low I.Q. 
Lack of participation in club 
activities 
Not bearing important value of 
club 
No. of Members 
12 
4 
4 
1 
2 
1 
2 
Many of the low status members' difficulty could have been 
placed in more than one category. A member w.i th an emotional 
l 
II 
1
11 
' difficulty also often had poor relationships in the club. An a-
coustically handicapped member sometimes refused to participate \\ 
in club activities. The girl who had difficulty in establishin 
good relationships in the club also had difficulties with boys. 
Being able to get along with boys was a value high in the scale 
in that club. However, for purposes of clarity, each low sta-
t us member was listed onlY in one category. 
========o-= 
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/I 
II 
I 
Emotional and personality di£ficulties was a very large ca-
tegory and included the withdrawn child, the member who cannot 
live up to parents' expectations, · the clowns, the aggressive and 
bossy members, and the rejected child as well as many other dis-
1'orders. 
Rhond~, a member of a teen-age girls' club, was low status 
.. 
because of emotional difficulties. Worker B said.: 
Rhonda is low status and there is a strong 
feeling against her because she always wants 
her own -way. At present; she is being seen 
by the Habit Clinic. There is a great deal 
of pressure from home to achieve. Has dif-
ficulties in accepting her own limitations. 
Although average in intelligence, she appears 
to be much brighter as she talks quite ra-
pidly using an extensive vocabulary. People 
expect a great deal from her, and she cannot 
measure up to their expectations. She can't 
keep up with the ideas of the other girls in 
the club. She tries to control the situation 
by belitt+ing new ideas. She looks upon her-
self as a leader, but isn't. 
two other examples of emotional and personality disorders causing 
members to become low status was that of Miss c. and Mr. F., 
members of an adult group. 
Miss c. is poorly ~djusted all around and is 
seeking for satisfaction in social relation-
ships. She has never had any satisfactory 
social relationships. She is too bossy and 
authoritative in the group. She tells every-
one what she thinks about the club iri a ne-
gatiV-e manner. During the meetings she al-
w~s passes naughty, sly remarks and takes 
things out of the President·J; s hands. 
Mr. F. is also low status in this group. He 
is nondescript and an extremely quiet man like 
a little mouse. He is colorless. He is very 
uneasy in this group even though everyone in I II 
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I 
II 
Jl 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
the group has problems. The other members 
recognize Mr. F. as a problem and realize 
that you have to treat him differently. 
Never comes into the group completely. 
Tries to contribute to conversation but 
his voice is never quite strong enough~o 
be heard. Below normal in I.Q. and is 
very easily hurt. 
An example of a member being low status because of diffi-
rulty in carrying out responsibility was 
lf een-age girls' club. 
Ellen, a member of a 
,, 
,, 
I 
I' 
I 
Ellen is low status because of an indi-
vidual problem of refusing help with her 
job as treasurer. She irritates the club 
because of not doing her job adequately 
and because she has an inabftity to get 
along with boys. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
II Poor relationships in the club was the main reason why Jack,. 
Ji member of the Vikings, was low status. 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
,. 
,, 
Jack has difficulty in establishing a 
positive relationship with anyone. He 
has no friends of his own. He is overly 
dependent on the worker. Tries to be-
.come accepted by using physical force. 
He is low status because of the quick 
turnover of his friends. He constantly 
invites new friends to join the club. 
An example of an inability to accept a physical handicap 
1
causing other difficulties was that of Bobby. 
Bobby is low status because of his ag-
gressiveness. He is an orphan and re-
sides in a foster home with nine other 
children. He is extremely hostile and 
aggressive in the group. He is embar-
rassed and humiliated by having to wear 
a hearing aid. 
Worker A stated that Leon was low status because he was 
intellectual. Not being smart was the value the group es-
I 
'I 
II 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
If 
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t eemed . 
11 In c oncluding t h is chap t e r, we s hould like to p oin t out 
c ertain infe renc e s whi ch may be d r awn from t he workers' de -
' I scrir tions of twen t y - five l o1n st a t us members . 1Nhen t he 11vorker s 
\1 were- a s ked to g ive t he p robl sms of individual members , t hey 
I listed c ertain p roblems ( Table I) without being parti cu l a rl y 
c onscious of the p robl 8m of l ow st a t us a s su ch . I·1 owev e r , when 
t he wo r k ers 1 ettention was focused u r on t he p robl em of lovv s t a t~s , 
an ana lysis of the i r r easons why the mem.bers we re g:L ven e,s low 
I s t a t u s showe d tb.e n robl ·3ms of t he lovv status memb ers w:-)r e verv I - ~ 
li simi l ar to the p ro bL::ms of member s vvho we r e not low status . 
1
1 It is int e r e sting t o exami ne t he following ch art wh ich 
!1 shows the breakdown of the ment i on of l ow s t B.tus i ndiv idua ls : 
I 
A MENTI ON OF L OVif S'l'i 'I'US I NDIVIDU i!LS I 
============== II 
Pr eviously 
Li s ted a s 
Individual 
of Lovv 
Sta t us 
·- ---.,..,.-- --:::-------:---- ---· - - · 2 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
Pre viously rrevious l y ' 
Li sted a s Li sted ~ s ~ 
Indiv . Prob . Probl em Un 1 Rel ated to rel a ted to 
Low Status Lo w Status 
o o 'I 
0 2 
l 
0 
2 
0 
0 
l 
2 
2 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
r-
' I! Ei ght membe rs were described e s low st a tus who h ad n o t been I 
p reviously me n tioned a s individual p roblems . We may a ssume t ha t 
the g rou p workers believe tha t low sta tus ne ed not sl way s be a 
v e r y seri o us d iffi culty . Furthe r more , five g roup work ers listed 
five low s tatus members vvho t h ey had ·pr e viously st a ted h a d !"' r ob 
lems unrel a ted t o low st a tus . It i s conceiva ble t ha t t h e mem-
b e rs' serious p robl ems were unre l a t ed to low st a tus and t ha t 
they we re ind ep en d entl y l ovv st E t u s indivi dua ls. It i s more 
lik ely , however, tha t these answers later rep resent a re-eva lu-
of low st a tus unl e s s a su ggestion is mad e to conside r t h e p r oblem 
of low s t 2. tus. 
On t he other h and, it is clea r t ha t all s e ri ous individua l 
II 
I 
u robl em s d o n o t rel a te to low sta t u s nor lead to it . Th us, 
11 members p r evi ousl y d escribed as ind iv i dua l u robl ems we re never 
raen t i on ed in c on ne cti on with low sta tu s in t he g roup . 
Ps vva s t o b e e Xi) e ct ed, t h e f our low st a t u s members li sted 
p revi ousl y unde r i ndividual p robl ems an d t he eight i ndividual 
I 
1 probl ·~ms tha t the work ers s a i d were r e l a ted to low st a t u s were 
11 a gain p re sen ted. 
' ============~===================================dl 
I 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
METHODS USED TO HELP LOW STATUS MEMBERS 
All the workers interviewed s aid that it was important to 
help improve the status of members. No worker was completely 
successful but many had helped members gain a little more re-
spect in their groups. In this chapter we shall describe me-
thods used by the group workers in their attempts to help low 
II status members, 
I One technique was used in various forms by each of the 
workers. This consisted of encouraging and aiding the low sta-
tus member to do something which the rest of the group respected. 
In some cases this procedure succeeded; in other cases the mem-
bers did not allow the low status person to enter a situation 
in which he could do something they respected. A worker en-
couraged a low status member to volunteer to help out in a 
social affair, but the members refused to accept his help. It 
would be interesting to study why this method worked in some 
cases and not in others. From this research one can only de-
I 
, termine that multiple reasons and circumstances (size of group, j 
type of group, nature of problem, etc.) influenced the success j 
or failure of this technique. 
Another approach used by several of the workers was to 
1 encourage a group to plan an activity in which the low· status 
member coul.d excel. Worker C said, "I learned the low status 
member's strong points and tried to channel activities so that 
II 
ll 
I, 
I 
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he could use his ability and obtain a positive sense of achieve-
ment, and possibly a higher status in the group." 
Another technique used was for the worker to call attention 
li to the positive and valuable contributions that a low status ,I 
member made. This involved calling the group's attention to 
I' good ideas, a job well done, or excelling in an activity by a 
~ow status member. The workers felt they had to call the 
group's attention to positive contributions of the low status 
member because the group usually disregarded anything said or 
done by such a member. They hoped that the ~p would recog-
li nize that this member could do something respected and there-
11 
11 fore give him a different rating. 
11 In two cases, the workers stated that status was definitel~ 
li improved because the low status member became :friendly with the I 
indigenous leaders in the group. One worker structured the I 
I 
situation so this would occur. He made the indigenous leader 
and low status member dependent on each other. The club mem-
bers were all interested in learning to play something on the 
. . 
i! piano. The leader taught the low status member and the in-
11 digenous leader a duet on the piano before a:ny o:f:;the other 
' 
members could play anything. They needed each other to show 
off their new found te.lent and eventually became friend·s. 
Another technique used was talking to the other members 
in a club about helping the low status member. The worker 
asked club members to include a particular member in the club'~l 
II activities. They did not say whether this succeeded at all. 
II 
,, 
II 
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Worker B said that he thought that including the low sta.tus 
member and requesting the other boys to help the low status 
ll member in activities raised his status by including him in the 
group's program. 
"Working thro~h the group" was anoth~r method which the 
workers said they tried in order to help the low status indi-
vidual. Worker A said, "I :feel if you improve inter-relations 
in the group and foster a more understanding nature in the group l 
that this would help the low status member." He suggested the 
use of films on personality difficulties. Group worker H said, 
" ••• the low status membe+ could be helped if the entire group 
felt more security." Evaluation sessions of the club, showing 
them what they've accomplished, would help foster the groupts 
, security. Working through the groups is a probable indication 
that the workers felt that a change in the nature of the group 
would produce a consequent change in the standards employed by 
the members to rate other members. Then possibly the status 
of a member would be changed. Worker A said, "I work through 
I 
the group by trying to help the low status member develop loyal-
ties over s.nd beyond themselves in order that he might contri-
jl bute something positive to the group and improve his status. 11 
This probably means that the worker attempts to make the low 
status member feel so strongly about the club that he will ac-
cept rebuffs from other members in order to do something for his 
' club. The worker must mean a very intensive feeling because 
!' this research indicates that a low status member usually has a 
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strong loyalty to remain in the club despite his lack of re-
spect from other members. 
Two workers said that they try and manage to effect a 
change in the behavior of a low status member. One worker 
said that he attempted to do this by strengthening the low sta-
tus member's identification with the worker hoping that he would 
then try to emulate more and more of the leader's behavior. 
The other worker simply said, "Encourage the low status member 
to positive behavior." This would seem to indicate that in 
I 
these two cases the workers evaluated the cause of the low sta-
tus to be in the manner in which he behaved. Thus a change in 
behavior would bring about a change in status. 
Worker A also spoke about identification with the worker. 
He ste.ted, "I try to encourage identi.fication with the leader. 
Jl I try to have a member identify with worker's ego strengths and 
.; therefore the member can better participate." There was no ex-
11 planation given of wha.t he meant by worker's ego strengths and 
' how this would help the member participate more fully in the 
club's program. 
More than half of the workers had some success in helping 
I the low status members through the medium of games. They stated 
l that tensions could be worked out through socially acceptable 
jgames. Also, in games, the member was needed by the group and 
I 
, sometimes was included on an equal basis during that period. 
!1 One worker said that he had success with a low status member. by 
I 
,I giving him the advantage in games so that he could excel, there-
-~. ---- ---
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by obtaining the group's a.pproval. 
Another technique used with some advantage to the member 
was giving more importance to the job a low status member was 
doing. The same worker who used the above method also said 
that she had individual te.lks with the low status member about 
/, his behavior and other members' reaction to this behavior. 
It appears that the technique of talking to other members 
in a club about helping the low status member would have to be 
used with the utmost caution. Talking to the members about 
one particular member could conceive.bly build up resentment. 
Since the group rates a member low, it is hard to imagine that 
they would have an:y real desire to help this person. But if the 
1 worker uses this approach, the relationship with the group 
should be a very strong and positive one. The worker should 
also train the members' ability to understand another members• 
problem. It takes a very mature and sympathetic type of group 
to consciously try and help a member whom they have rated poorly. 
I 
-- -----~--~-==-
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CHAPTER SIX 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis, an attempt was made to discover how the 
concept of low status is used in social group work. Nine gToup · 
1 workers were interviewed. The questions asked them were de-
signed to elicit responses useful for determining the following 
information: 
1. What is the group worker's conception 
of low status? 
2. Does the group worker usually observe 
the low status member, and why? 
3. Does the group worker, in praetioe, 
consider the low status member in a 
particular group a. problem that needs 
special attention? 
4. What characterizes the low status mem-
ber in the mind of the group worker? 
5. Does the group worker do anything about 
the low status member and what does he 
do? 
The workers found it difficult to define the concept of 
low status. However, they were able to u~e the concept in de-
scribing low status members. Two of the workers understood low ' 
I 
II status to mean non-acceptance. 
I 
However, the majority of workers 
II stated that statu~ and acceptance are two different ideas. 
tus is the relative position, role, or rank of a person in a 
Sta-
ll 
I group. It is arrived at by the members of the group who use 
I! colleeti ve values to "rate" members. Low status would then mea~ 
' that a member is rated poorly by other m~mbers and holds a posi-1 
--~-
1 
I 
II 
ll 
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tion of little or no respect. 
Regarding the questions as to whether there is always una-
nimity in a .group as to what factors shall be used in rating 
j, members, it would seem that in some groups the value of different 
members would disagree to such an extent that a single collec-
tive rating of members would be impossible. It follows from 
this that a member may have more than one position in a group. 
All but two of the workers make it a practice to observe 
1 low sta.tus members. It appears from this that there is no clear 
I understanding about why it is important to observe low stetus. 
'' Two workers did not think it important and two other workers who 
, said they felt the observation of low status members important, 
1' did not say why. The workers observed low status members in or-
1 der to aid their understanding of individual behavior. Also, a 
,, low status position is sometimes symptomatic of other enlOtional 
I or behavioral disorders. However, the workers did not mention 
the importance of understanding roles and what determines them, 
in b~der to analyze the group process more e~fectively. 
One of the questions rBised by their Eearch is whether the 
group worker considers the low status member a problem that 
!
needs special attention. When it came to listing individual 
:problems, people needing special attention, only one eighth of 
I 
!: the problems were described ·in terms of low status. However, 
1the workers did describe low status members in terms of diffi-
culties, and all said it was important to help improve the sta-
tus of members. One can therefore conclude that workers attempt 
J 
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to help the low status member and give him some special atten-
tion. 
The factors noted to determine who was low status were 
11 common in one f'orm or another to all the group workers. De-
rogatory remarks toward a member, ridiculing the member, and 
1 
·in boys' groups, physical abuse of a member, were factors the 
il 
'I 
II 
I 
'• i jl 
I 
I 
workers noted to determine who was low status. The low status 
member was never able to get the group to do what he wanted. 
Everyone else's suggestions were all right but not those of 
the low status member. Other memb~rs refused to give the low 
status member any valued or responsible position. Ref'us ing to 
participate in any of' the club activities and discussions is a 
,, sign that a member may be low status. A member who caused frio;... 
tion in the club was also likely to be low status. A combine-
tion of some of the above factors characterized the low status 
member in the minds of' the group workers. 
All the workers said that it was important to help im-
1 prove the status of members. No worker was completely success-' 
ful but many did help members. One technique was used in vary- 1 
ing forms by each of the workers. This approach consisted of 
encouraging and aiding the low status member to do something 
which the rest of the group respected. Another approach used 
was to encourage a group to plan an activity in which the low 
,, 
1 status member could excel. Another technique used frequently 
was for the worker to call attention to the active and valuable'1 
I 
contributions a low status member made. In two oases, the 
--- __ ,, -
· workers stated that status was improved because the low status 
I; 
11 member became friendly with the indigeno_us leaders in the group. 
!! Another technique, which should be used with the utmost caution, 
l1 was talking to the other members in a club about helping the low , 
II 
Two workers said that they try and effect a 
I
) status member. 
jchange in the behavior of a low status member. More than half' 
I• 
1
of the workers had some success in helping the low status member 
l1through the medium of games. Finally, the workers used the tech-
r • 
nlque of giving more importance to the job a low status member ~as doing, 
In general, the workers did not tend to think about a mem- ' 
II 
ljber' s difficulty in terms ·of low status. Before the term low 
" 
status was brought up by the interviewer, only two of the inter- ' 
1 
iewed described any of the individual problems in terms of low 1: 
I I, 
status. The second impression is that there is very little thought 
I 
I• 
about the status of members in a group. It required a great deal 
~f prodding in the interviews to get any response involving sta- 1 
,, 
jrtus • II 
I In this thesis we have dealt with the attitude of the group 
~orker toward low status. We have seen that he does not analyze I 
lbany situations in these terms. We should like to suggest that 
I; 
I 
,, 
Jf his may be partially the result of lack 
nature of ~tatus. Future research along 
'I icated. 
li 
II 
T 
of awareness of the I 
these lines seems indi- I 
'Ap~--· · vecl. : 0 j? ,, : . . "-td~ ~r . ' 
Ili~ h:'.x- · 1 ,. • . · . 
I 
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SCHEDULE 
A. Background Information on the Group 
1. What type of group is it? 
2 ,_ How did the group start? 
3. When did the group start and how long has it been in ex-
istence. 
4. How many workers has it had and how long have you been 
with the group? 
5. How many members did it have when it started and how many 
members does it have at present? 
6. Do you know when in the group's history the new members 
came into the group? 
B. Specific Information on Practice in the Field 
!i 1. What specific individual problems have you observed while 
working with the group? How has it been manifested in the 
group? 
2. Are any of the problems related to low status in the group? 
3. Do you usually recognize the low status individual in 
this group? ~~y? 
4. What characteristics do you use when you identify low sta .... 
tus members in this particular group? Do you think these . 
characteristics are the same as the group's? 
5. What do you mean by low status? II 
6. Describe the low status members in your group. Give spe-
7 •. 
s. 
9. 
cific examples. 1 1 
Do you try and improve the status of these individuals? 
How and what success have you had? 
Do you thiruc that there are people in this group who are 
not. accepted but do not have low status? 
Do you think that low status means non~acceptance? 
---
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TABLE IV. 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF THE GROUPS 
Name Agency Type of Why and How .!formed Date No. of Members  Group 
. . I li .Group 1 Started then , now Worker ,-
1. Hecht House friendship Boys came to agency asking Sept. 15 25 , 
I
; Jewish Com. Center boys, age to meet in building 1951 15 25 
' 15-17 
I
I Children' s Aid 
1 Protective Group 
1 Agency 
Children's Aid 
Union Settlement 
House 
' Good Will House 
J, Jewish Com. Center 
II 
Norfolk House 
I YM & YHHA 
!Jewish Com. Center 
I 
! 
IMCA 
boys, age 
9-12 
7 
A formed group around one 
individual with a speci-
fic problem. 
Boston Guild for Hard of Hear-
ing sought assistance for six 
accoustically handicapped 
children. Each child asked to 
bring friend of normal hearing. 
friendship Staff worker became interested 
boys, age 13- in boys "hanging" around agency. 
14 , 
friendship 
boys, age 
13-17 
Staff worker helped boys who 
were "hanging" around and getting 
into trouble to form a club. 
1948 
June 
1951 
Oct. 
1949 
Oct. 
1951 
youth council By suggestion of the staff - 1948 
co-ed, age representative of clubs 
13-17 
co-ed, age 
16-19, 
friends 
friendship 
girls, age 
12-13 
social co-ed 
club, age 
30-64. 
Two-girls, interested in a 
social club, went to present 
worker for help, In Organizing. 
Tried club outside but failed. 
Came to agency for help. Agency 
introduced two new girls to club. 
Startedl935, all just out of 
college. Draft changed things. 
Remaining men older or handi-
capped. They brought in people 
age 40-45 and kept on with club. 
Oct. 
1951 
Oct. 
1951 
1935 
DUKES A 
7 7 LUCKY 
SEVENS 
6 
10 
10 
mise. 
10 
13 
? 
B 
11 VIKINGS c 
7 GOLDEN 
ARROWS 
D 
7 THE E 
MONARCHS 
mise COUNCIL F 
15 
15 
17 
THE G1 
CO-EDS 
VALJEANS H 
SUNDAY I 
SOCIAL 
CLUB 
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WORKERS' LISTING OF CHARACTERISTICS USED TO DETERMINE WHO WAS 
LOW STATUS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF LOW STATUS MEMBERS 
In the Buddies, a friendship group of' twenty-five boys, 
Worker A listed theses characteristics: 
1. Degree of participation: one half' of' 
club membership f'ais constructive par-
ticipation in discussion is a negative 
value. 
2 !t Abil.i ty to get along with opposite sex. 
3. Int,llectual curiosity. A non-intellectu-
al is rated high, and an intellectual in 
this group becomes low status. 
4. Ability to contribute to club program. 
5. Willingness to devote time. 
6. Members who cause friction in the club at 
times. 
Worker A described the following low status members: 
Peter joined the group late and achieved 
membership through neutrality. He comes 
late to meetings and sits by himself'. He 
has no friends in the group. Group does 
not include him or talk t o him. Adverse 
comments are made to any contributions he 
makes. He is reluctant to oppose the group 
or to join discussions for fear his opinions 
may not be accepted. He tried to gain sta-
tus by offering his home as a meeting place. 
Bob is the clown of the group and has no re-
spect from the other members. 
Leon has low status because he is too in-
tellectual. 
Sam now has low status because of' inadequa-
cies in carrying out his functions as a 
treasurer. He also does not get along too 
well with girls. 
47 
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Steve has low status because he is too 
argumentative. 
Mike constantly challenges the leadership 
of the club. He leads a sub-group which 
sometimes supports him in his negative 
approaches. I consider him low status. 
Group Worker B worked with the Lucky Sevens, a friendship 
group of seven ten-year-old girls. She listed six factors for 
determining who was low status in this group: 
1. Behavior determines status. 
2. Lack of cooperation or good ideas 
for the club. 
3. Low status if the girl is not ma-
ture in her thinking about high 
school. 
4. Poor participation at club meetings. 
5. Ideas about boys. 
6. Lack of cooperation with leader. 
Worker B described the following low status members: 
Toby is low status in the group as no one 
listens to any of her suggEstions. She has 
difficulty in mingling with children. She 
was referred to us originally because of a 
twitch and hyperactivity. The Clinic in its 
referral stated that Toby had difficulties 
with contemporaries because of a poor rela-
tionship with her mother. In club she be-
comes overexcited and strikes out and hits 
the other members. She is extremely aggres-
sive in games. Her physical symptoms are 
obvious when she is under strain. 
Rhonda is low status and there is a strong 
feeling against her because she always wants 
her own way. At present, she is being seen 
by the Habit Clinic. There is a great deal 
of pressure from home to achieve. Had dif-
ficulties in accepting her own limitations. 
Although average in intelligence, she appears 
-------- -- ~ --=--- --
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to be much brighter as she ta~ks quite 
rapidly using an extensive vocabulary. 
People expect a great deal from her and 
she cannot measure up to their expecta-
tions. She can't keep up with the ideas 
of the other girls in the club. She tries 
to control the situation by belittling new 
ideas. She looks upon herself as a leader 
but isn't. 
The Vikings is a formed group in a protective group-work 
agency of eleven boys age nine-twelve. Worker C said that he 
determined who was low status by the following criteria: 
1. Extreme non-conformity to the club. 
2. Excessive fighting. 
3. Turnover of friends. 
4. Refusing to participate in activities. 
5. Using unfair tacties. 
Worker C described the following low status members: 
Teddy comes from a broken home, his. parents 
being divorced. He believes that the only 
way he can get along with others is by using 
physical force. He is low status because he 
fights everybody and ridicules other kids. 
Jack has difficulty in establishing a positive 
relationship with anyone. He has no friends 
of his own. He is overly dependent on the 
worker. Tries to become accepted by using 
physical force. He is low status because of 
the quick turnover of his friends. He con-
stantly invites new friends to join the club 
and other members dislike this. 
Bobby is low status because of his aggressive-
ness. He is an orphan and resides in a foster 
home with nine other children. He is extremely 
hostile and aggressive in the group. He is em-
barrassed and humiliated by having to wear a 
hearing aid. 
_ _ II_ _ Grou~- ~~~k~r- ~- ' 
---r-----·- ·-------
leader of a friendship group of seven boys l 
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age thirteen to fourteen, listed five f actors he used to identi~ 
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,! 
low status members in the group, The Golden .Arrows. 
1. Not up to level of expectations in 
things group held important. 
2. Can't achieve in athletics. 
3. Clowning too much. 
4. Attitude of members toward low sta-
tus member. They have no confidence 
in a boy and will not give low sta.tus 
member a responsible -job,. 
5. Ridiculing a member. 
Worker D described the following low status member~: 
Jack is a low status individual. He is 
the clown of the group. He is terribly 
afraid of being ridiculed as individual 
so he assumes this role; therefore, every-
one, he believes, is laughing at his ac-
tions, not at him. 
Group worker E, worked with a group of seven boys, age 
II thirteen to fifteen, in a friendship group called ~ Monarchs. 1 
II He listed the following: 
II 
1. Wide deviation from the way the 
of this group acts. 
rest 
2. Boy feels that other members feel that 
he is not part of the group. 
3. Physical abus.e towards member. 
4~ Derogatory remarks towards member. 
5. Non-participation in activities. 
6. Over-dependence on the worker. 
Worker E described the following low status members: 
Sam is the smallest boy in the club and 
never stands up for his own rights. He 
======-=·----
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takes all physical and mental poundings 
from other members of the club. He is 
slow in his behavior and the other boys 
ridicule him. 
Rico also is ridiculed by the boys in the 
club and is a complete ~on-participant in 
club activities. 
The factors determining low status in the teen-age youth 
,I council were given by Worker F: 
;j 
I 
I 
1. Refraining from discussions. 
2. Does not mingle freeey with other 
members. 
3. Lack of acceptance by other members. 
Worker F described the following low status members; 
Mary is low status because she does not 
participate in discussions. She also does 
not mingle freely with other members. 
Laura is younger than the other members of 
the group and assumes no responsibility. 
Norman is the clown of the group. He is 
accepted but still not considered worthy 
of holding a position in the group. 
The Co-Eds, a friendship group, had fifteen members from 
j fifteen to nineteen years of age and had Worker G as its leader ) 
I 
1 He said that he could .j.udge who was low status because of the 
!following identifying characteristics: 
I 
1. Exerts little persuasive influence on 
the group. Can't get the group to do 
what he wants to. 
2. Low. degree of acceptance by the group. 
Acceptance means that the group should 
take him "in and . treat .. ·him as one ·of them. 
3. Low degree or lack of -par-ticipation. 
I 4. Over-aggressiveness in behavior. 
---- ==-==c..=......==-===--==---4--J 
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Worker G described the following low status member: 
Sonny is anti-social. He never agrees _ 
with anyone , but has himself convinced 
that he is agreeable. He feels that the 
club set-up is too democratic. He treats 
everything negatively and lacks enthusiasm. 
He often gets drunk. 
Worker H worked with a friendship club called The Valjeans , 
composed of fifteen girls from age twelve to thirteen. The fac~ 
, tors that helped this worker decide who was low status ware: 
1. Member afraid to tal~ because of 1'e·ar 
of be ing ignored. 
2. Insecurity of member. 
3. Unsure socially, inability to get along · 
with boys. 
4. Anyone else's suggestion in the club is 
all right. Their's is not. 
Worker H described the following low status members: 
Gilda, in the group's eyes, is a bossy person. 
She does not accept the group's prine interest, 
which is boys. She receives little recognition 
from others in the group. She had her problem 
first, that is, not being able to get along 
with teen-age boys. As this is one of the 
group's prime activities, she is +ow status. 
Ellen is low status because of en individual 
problem of refusing help with her job as 
treasurer. She irritates the club because of 
not doing her job adequately and bee~use o~er 
inability to get along with boys. 
In the adult group, age t~enty-three to sixty-four, Worker 
,, I judges who is low status by the :following points: 
I
ll 1. The person who, in the eyes tof thnf'e othter 
members of the group does no co orm o I their standards. · 
II 
2. Over-aggressiveness. 
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3. Being too bossy. 
4. Outstanding personality difficulties. 
Worker I described the following low status members: 
Miss 6. is poorly adjusted all around and 
is seeking for satisfaction in social re-
' lationships. She has never had any satis-
factory social relationships. She is too 
bossy and authoritative in the group. She 
tells everyone what she thinks about the 
club in a negative manner. During the meet-
ings she always passes naughty, sly remarks 
and takes things out of the president's han~ 
Mr. F. is also low status in this group. He 
is nondescript and an extremely quiet man like 
little mouse. He is colorless. He is very un~ 
· easy in this group even though everyone in the 
group has problems. The other members recog-
nize Mr. F. as a problem and realize you have 
to treat him differently. Never comes into 
the group completely. Tries to contribute 
• to conversation but his voice is never quite 
strong eJlough.oto be heard. Below normal in 
.. I. Q. and is very easily hurt. 
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